Dr.S.Gomathi has obtained a doctoral degree in the field of Human Resource management in
1992 at the age of 26 years from Alagappa University, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu as a first full time
research scholar. She was born on April 9th, 1966 in Tiruchirapalli. She was the first one to
receive the stipend for her Ph.D programme based on merit competing over 400 candidates.
At present, she has 25 years of teaching experience, inclusive of 24 years of teaching P.G.
students.She made an active contribution in creating four doctorate candidates successfully
enhancing her research contribution. At present guiding six Ph.D scholars at VITBS.
She is a popular and friendly speaker, trainer in most of the premier educational Institutions and
corporates and in other Public forums. She is specialized in stress management techniques,
emotional intelligence, Knowledge management, balanced score card, entrepreneurship and
other Organisational behaviour &HRM Subjects.
As academic achievement, she has authored three books one on essentials of Entrepreneurship
in 2003,and a study on Grievance management in a Pvt. enterprise in 2014 and impact of social
network on employee Productivity in 2015. She is also a recipient of lot of honours as best
teacher, best paper presenter in conferences and also research awards continuously for more
than 7 years.
Guided more than 300 projects in MBA and other mini projects of Interest. Completed a
consultancy project for ITCOT in 1999 and As a single individual organised an AICTE Staff
development programme for other engineering colleges in Tamilnadu which was sponsored by
AICTE in 2004.
Yet another achievement, at a very young age she also served as the head of the department for
in the Department of Management studies in Vellore Institute of Technology in the academic
year 2004-2005.
She has visited countries like Malaysia and Singapore in 1993.
She is a person with lot of enthusiasm and bubbling energy for revolutionising the people’s
lives around her with her Public speeches on managing stress and emotional intelligence and
on interpersonal dynamics.
She had also delivered more than 60 Guest lectures, presided as a resource person for UGC
Sponsored conference and other national conferences.

